Meeting Notes
Engaged Scholarship Working Group
Nov 8, 2012, 1-2:30 p.m., HH 209

Attending: Laiana Wong, Oceana Francis, Creighton M. Litton, Vanessa Chong-Kuna, Reed Dasenbrock, Tom Apple, Susan Hippensteele

1. Introduction of WG members and Chancellor; brief discussion of initiative and progress to date
2. T&P Criteria
   --What counts as research? Engaged scholarship can be local, international, global
   --TPRC/DPC differences in understanding of scholarship suggests need for clarity at some level—department seems logical
   --work done locally should also have a broader impact, or at least be publishable
   --land grant implies community imbeddedness
   --also need to weigh various responsibilities of faculty since engaged scholarship takes time as done extensive teaching and mentoring of students
   --some WG members believe recommendation should be braider than NH scholarship to encompass all faculty consistent with land grant mission
   Q: How do we envision/articulate land grant mission for contemporary urban university?
3; Additional Recommendations—not yet

Next Steps/Follow-Up Issues:

1. SH will email CL draft of ES language for DPC purposes to WG for editing; if complete will go to SPC this month

Next Meeting: Thur. Dec 6, 1-2:30 p.m. in HH 209